[eBooks] An Awesome Book
Thank you for downloading an awesome book. Maybe you have knowledge that, people have look numerous times for their chosen books like this an awesome book, but end up in malicious downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good book with a cup of coffee in the afternoon, instead they are facing with some infectious virus inside their computer.
an awesome book is available in our digital library an online access to it is set as public so you can get it instantly.
Our digital library spans in multiple locations, allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any of our books like this one.
Merely said, the an awesome book is universally compatible with any devices to read

The Awesome Book - James Kademan - 2018-08-24
Do you know someone who is truly awesome? They have shown an aptitude in awesomeness so profound that spoken words alone could not illustrate just how awesome
they are. You needed to take those awesome words and put them in printed form. They deserve it. How will you show them? Three words that will show appreciation a
million times more than 80,000. Seriously, this book is page after page of "You Are Awesome!" in Bold, powerfully gratifying print. Until the end. Get the paperback
version. The motivation doesn't come through well in an ebook. You will be just beginning to let them know how awesome they are. Enjoy this book, for you are indeed
awesome. Pick up your copy today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page. https://youtu.be/1pW69bY5vJg

An Awesome Book! - Dallas Clayton - 2012-04-17
“Exuberantly written and illustrated—a surefire read-aloud hit.” —School Library Journal Based on the simple concept of dreaming big, An Awesome Book! is the
inspiring debut work of Los Angeles writer/artist sensation Dallas Clayton. Written in the vein of classic imaginative tales, this is a book for everyone, young and old.
This brightly illustrated book works well as a gift for showers, graduations, and other life moments that involve dreaming big. Close your eyes my child, and dream that
perfect dream inside your head.

The Awesome Book - James Kademan - 2018-08-24
Do you know someone who is truly awesome? They have shown an aptitude in awesomeness so profound that spoken words alone could not illustrate just how awesome
they are. You needed to take those awesome words and put them in printed form. They deserve it. How will you show them? Three words that will show appreciation a
million times more than 80,000. Seriously, this book is page after page of "You Are Awesome!" in Bold, powerfully gratifying print. Until the end. Get the paperback
version. The motivation doesn't come through well in an ebook. You will be just beginning to let them know how awesome they are. Enjoy this book, for you are indeed
awesome. Pick up your copy today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page. https://youtu.be/1pW69bY5vJg

An Awesome Book! - Dallas Clayton - 2012-04-17
“Exuberantly written and illustrated—a surefire read-aloud hit.” —School Library Journal Based on the simple concept of dreaming big, An Awesome Book! is the
inspiring debut work of Los Angeles writer/artist sensation Dallas Clayton. Written in the vein of classic imaginative tales, this is a book for everyone, young and old.
This brightly illustrated book works well as a gift for showers, graduations, and other life moments that involve dreaming big. Close your eyes my child, and dream that
perfect dream inside your head.

I Am Awesome - Sebastian A. Jones - 2015-06-26
What makes you Awesome? Whatever makes you YOU! Join Jay, Nia, and their friends from the I Am Book Series to celebrate the things that make each child unique
and special. I AM AWESOME engages the reader in subjects that include being brave, never giving up, and what it means to be a good friend. The book helps children
discover identity through imagination, teaching kids to love themselves and enjoy what makes them Awesome! "I Am Awesome celebrates the innocent journey of selfdiscovery through imagination and creative wonder, and THAT is Awesome." Angie Harmon (from her foreword)

The Book of Awesome - Neil Pasricha - 2010-04-15
Based on the award-winning 10-million-plus-hit blog 1000 Awesome Things, The Book of Awesome is an international bestselling high five for humanity and a big
celebration of life’s little moments. Sometimes it’s easy to forget the things that make us smile. With a 24/7 news cycle reporting that the polar ice caps are melting,
hurricanes are swirling in the seas, wars are heating up around the world, and the job market is in a deep freeze, it’s tempting to feel that the world is falling apart. But
awesome things are all around us, like: • Popping Bubble Wrap • Wearing underwear just out of the dryer • Fixing electronics by smacking them • Getting called up to
the dinner buffet first at a wedding • Watching The Price Is Right when you’re home sick • Hitting a bunch of green lights in a row • Waking up and realizing it’s
Saturday The Book of Awesome reminds us that the best things in life are free (yes, your grandma was right). With laugh-out-loud observations from award-winning
comedy writer Neil Pasricha, The Book of Awesome is filled with smile-inducing moments on every page that make you feel like a kid looking at the world for the first
time. Read it and you’ll remember all the things there are to feel good about. A New York Times Bestseller • USA Today Bestseller • Globe and Mail Bestseller •
Toronto Star Bestseller • Vancouver Sun Bestseller • Macleans Bestseller • Winner of the Forest of Reading Award

I Am Awesome - Sebastian A. Jones - 2015-06-26
What makes you Awesome? Whatever makes you YOU! Join Jay, Nia, and their friends from the I Am Book Series to celebrate the things that make each child unique
and special. I AM AWESOME engages the reader in subjects that include being brave, never giving up, and what it means to be a good friend. The book helps children
discover identity through imagination, teaching kids to love themselves and enjoy what makes them Awesome! "I Am Awesome celebrates the innocent journey of selfdiscovery through imagination and creative wonder, and THAT is Awesome." Angie Harmon (from her foreword)

The Book of Awesome - Neil Pasricha - 2010-04-15
Based on the award-winning 10-million-plus-hit blog 1000 Awesome Things, The Book of Awesome is an international bestselling high five for humanity and a big
celebration of life’s little moments. Sometimes it’s easy to forget the things that make us smile. With a 24/7 news cycle reporting that the polar ice caps are melting,
hurricanes are swirling in the seas, wars are heating up around the world, and the job market is in a deep freeze, it’s tempting to feel that the world is falling apart. But
awesome things are all around us, like: • Popping Bubble Wrap • Wearing underwear just out of the dryer • Fixing electronics by smacking them • Getting called up to
the dinner buffet first at a wedding • Watching The Price Is Right when you’re home sick • Hitting a bunch of green lights in a row • Waking up and realizing it’s
Saturday The Book of Awesome reminds us that the best things in life are free (yes, your grandma was right). With laugh-out-loud observations from award-winning
comedy writer Neil Pasricha, The Book of Awesome is filled with smile-inducing moments on every page that make you feel like a kid looking at the world for the first
time. Read it and you’ll remember all the things there are to feel good about. A New York Times Bestseller • USA Today Bestseller • Globe and Mail Bestseller •
Toronto Star Bestseller • Vancouver Sun Bestseller • Macleans Bestseller • Winner of the Forest of Reading Award

The Big Awesome Book of Hand & Chalk Lettering - Dina Rodriguez - 2017-07-11
Get creative, express yourself, and add that personal touch with hand lettering! With illustrated step-by-step instructions, The Big Awesome Book of Hand & Chalk
Lettering shows the complete beginner how to master the art of hand lettering, the composition/design of phrases on the page, and flourishes to embellish the design.
It also includes chalk lettering, fun prompts for writing, and 15 projects and gift ideas, ranging from gift tags to a lettered poster to chalk-lettered signs for special
events. The Big Awesome Book of Hand & Chalk Lettering covers 15 lettering styles-from Black Letter and "melting" to circus and Victorian, as well as serifs and
scripts-along with numerous borders, corners, banners, bursts, frames and other accents. Author Bio: Dina Rodriguez is a freelance hand lettering artist. With an
educational and professional background in digital arts, design, and marketing, she specializes in commercial illustration and branding for creative businesses. Dina
has been hand lettering full time for four years, working with brands such as Invision, GE, American Greetings, and Wacom. She does both traditional ink and chalk
lettering, as well as tablet lettering using digital tools such as Photoshop and Illustrator. Her teaching experience includes giving workshops and talks at universities
and creative conferences such as Full Sail University and Creative South. She also teaches hand lettering on her blog for free to over 15,000 students and live streams
her process on Twitch three times a week.

An Awesome Book of Thanks! - Dallas Clayton - 2010-11
Celebrates all the things for which to be thankful, from boats and cars to alligator acrobats and gigantic dinomachines, and from the things that can be seen everyday
to the bad things that may turn out to be good.

The Big Awesome Book of Hand & Chalk Lettering - Dina Rodriguez - 2017-07-11
Get creative, express yourself, and add that personal touch with hand lettering! With illustrated step-by-step instructions, The Big Awesome Book of Hand & Chalk
Lettering shows the complete beginner how to master the art of hand lettering, the composition/design of phrases on the page, and flourishes to embellish the design.
It also includes chalk lettering, fun prompts for writing, and 15 projects and gift ideas, ranging from gift tags to a lettered poster to chalk-lettered signs for special
events. The Big Awesome Book of Hand & Chalk Lettering covers 15 lettering styles-from Black Letter and "melting" to circus and Victorian, as well as serifs and
scripts-along with numerous borders, corners, banners, bursts, frames and other accents. Author Bio: Dina Rodriguez is a freelance hand lettering artist. With an
educational and professional background in digital arts, design, and marketing, she specializes in commercial illustration and branding for creative businesses. Dina
has been hand lettering full time for four years, working with brands such as Invision, GE, American Greetings, and Wacom. She does both traditional ink and chalk
lettering, as well as tablet lettering using digital tools such as Photoshop and Illustrator. Her teaching experience includes giving workshops and talks at universities
and creative conferences such as Full Sail University and Creative South. She also teaches hand lettering on her blog for free to over 15,000 students and live streams
her process on Twitch three times a week.

An Awesome Book of Thanks! - Dallas Clayton - 2010-11
Celebrates all the things for which to be thankful, from boats and cars to alligator acrobats and gigantic dinomachines, and from the things that can be seen everyday
to the bad things that may turn out to be good.
An Awesome Book of Love! - Dallas Clayton - 2012-12-26
An Awesome Book of Love! - Dallas Clayton - 2012-12-26
A Is for Awesome - Dallas Clayton - 2014
Invites young readers to learn the alphabet using simple rhyming text and whimsical drawings illustrating each letter.

Kate the Chemist: The Awesome Book of Edible Experiments for Kids - Kate Biberdorf - 2021
"25 edible science experiments that teach kids that cooking is chemistry"--

A Is for Awesome - Dallas Clayton - 2014
Invites young readers to learn the alphabet using simple rhyming text and whimsical drawings illustrating each letter.

Kate the Chemist: The Awesome Book of Edible Experiments for Kids - Kate Biberdorf - 2021
"25 edible science experiments that teach kids that cooking is chemistry"--

The Awesome Book of Bible Answers for Kids - Josh McDowell - 2011-04-01
Kids are curious about Jesus and God and yet, by the time they are teens, the majority stop asking questions about faith and starting questioning faith altogether.
Respected Christian apologist Josh McDowell encourages children to stand on the foundation of truth with this contemporary gathering of concise, welcoming answers
for kids ages 8 to 12. A fun format includes key Bible verses and pre-teen friendly explorations of topics that matter most to kids: God’s love and forgiveness Right and
wrong and making choices Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and God’s Word Different beliefs and religions Church, prayer, and sharing faith The next time a child asks “Who is
God?” parents, grandparents, and church leaders will want this practical and engaging volume handy. Helpful tips and conversation ideas for adults will help them
connect with kids hungering for straight talk about faith in Jesus.

The Book of Business Awesome / The Book of Business UnAwesome - Scott Stratten - 2012-07-17
UnAwesome is UnAcceptable. The Book of Business Awesome is designed as two short books put together—one read from the front and the other read from the back
when flipped over. Covering key business concepts related to marketing, branding, human resources, public relations, social media, and customer service, The Book of
Business Awesome includes case studies of successful businesses that gained exposure through being awesome and effective. This book provides actionable tools
enabling readers to apply the concepts immediately to their own businesses. The flip side of the book, The Book of Business UnAwesome, shares the train-wreck stories
of unsuccessful businesses and showcases what not to do. Key concepts include the power of peripheral referrals and how to create content for your "third circle"
Explains how to re-recruiting your employees and re-court your customers Ensure that your business remains awesome, instead of unawesome, and apply these
awesomely effective strategies to your business today.

The Awesome Book of Bible Answers for Kids - Josh McDowell - 2011-04-01
Kids are curious about Jesus and God and yet, by the time they are teens, the majority stop asking questions about faith and starting questioning faith altogether.
Respected Christian apologist Josh McDowell encourages children to stand on the foundation of truth with this contemporary gathering of concise, welcoming answers
for kids ages 8 to 12. A fun format includes key Bible verses and pre-teen friendly explorations of topics that matter most to kids: God’s love and forgiveness Right and
wrong and making choices Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and God’s Word Different beliefs and religions Church, prayer, and sharing faith The next time a child asks “Who is
God?” parents, grandparents, and church leaders will want this practical and engaging volume handy. Helpful tips and conversation ideas for adults will help them
connect with kids hungering for straight talk about faith in Jesus.

The Book of Business Awesome / The Book of Business UnAwesome - Scott Stratten - 2012-07-17
UnAwesome is UnAcceptable. The Book of Business Awesome is designed as two short books put together—one read from the front and the other read from the back
when flipped over. Covering key business concepts related to marketing, branding, human resources, public relations, social media, and customer service, The Book of
Business Awesome includes case studies of successful businesses that gained exposure through being awesome and effective. This book provides actionable tools
enabling readers to apply the concepts immediately to their own businesses. The flip side of the book, The Book of Business UnAwesome, shares the train-wreck stories
of unsuccessful businesses and showcases what not to do. Key concepts include the power of peripheral referrals and how to create content for your "third circle"
Explains how to re-recruiting your employees and re-court your customers Ensure that your business remains awesome, instead of unawesome, and apply these
awesomely effective strategies to your business today.

Book Blueprint - Jacqui Pretty - 2017-05-16
With the availability of self-publishing services and the rise of the entrepreneur as a thought leader, writing a book is becoming more appealing to an increasing
number of small business owners. The problem? Most small business owners aren’t writers, have never written a book before, are time poor and don’t know where to
start. While many want to write a book, they worry about investing months of their time and thousands of their dollars to write something that isn’t any good, or to not
even finish. Book Blueprint gives a step-by-step framework that any entrepreneur can follow to write a great book quickly, even if they’re not a writer.

The Awesome Book of Sharks - Clizia Gussoni - 2006-05-23
The Awesome Book of Sharks is a jam-packed collection of fabulous facts, marvelous myths, and fascinating trivia about sharks, written for kids who want to know all
about these strange sea creatures. Did you know that most sharks swim at speeds of less than 5 knots (5.75 miles per hour)? Did you know that sharks have been
around for about 400 million years? Within these pages there are many more tales and theories to explain how each shark was given its name, where it resides, and
what it really eats. With 288 pages of fascinating facts and graphic illustrations, this book can be poured over for hours!

Book Blueprint - Jacqui Pretty - 2017-05-16
With the availability of self-publishing services and the rise of the entrepreneur as a thought leader, writing a book is becoming more appealing to an increasing
number of small business owners. The problem? Most small business owners aren’t writers, have never written a book before, are time poor and don’t know where to
start. While many want to write a book, they worry about investing months of their time and thousands of their dollars to write something that isn’t any good, or to not
even finish. Book Blueprint gives a step-by-step framework that any entrepreneur can follow to write a great book quickly, even if they’re not a writer.

The Awesome Book of Sharks - Clizia Gussoni - 2006-05-23
The Awesome Book of Sharks is a jam-packed collection of fabulous facts, marvelous myths, and fascinating trivia about sharks, written for kids who want to know all
about these strange sea creatures. Did you know that most sharks swim at speeds of less than 5 knots (5.75 miles per hour)? Did you know that sharks have been
around for about 400 million years? Within these pages there are many more tales and theories to explain how each shark was given its name, where it resides, and
what it really eats. With 288 pages of fascinating facts and graphic illustrations, this book can be poured over for hours!

The Totally Awesome Book of Useless Information - Noel Botham - 2012-06-05
Did you know that the Pilgrims ate popcorn at the first Thanksgiving? Or that Maine is the toothpick capital of the world, or that frogs have teeth? Do you want to know
what a cockroach’s favorite food is, or how long it would take to drive to the sun? Amaze your friends and family by telling them that a baby giraffe is six feet long when
it is born, or that tigers have striped skin! From the creators of The Book of Useless Information, this is an amazing collection of the wildest, oddest, funniest facts
about history, science, food, animals, and more!

The Awesome Book of Bible Trivia - Bob Phillips - 2004-01-01
This fun collection of more than 1700 trivia questions brings together some of the very best in Bible brainteasers, riddles, and puns. From amazing to zany facts and
figures, The Awesome Book of Bible Trivia covers the entire spectrum. Friends, family, and groups of all ages will enjoy countless hours of fun–filled learning that will
fascinate both new sheep and old saints: Who fell asleep during a sermon and died as a result? Eutychus—Acts 20:9 What is the longest word in the Bible?
Mahershalalhashbaz—Isaiah 8:1,3 What kind of lights did Noah have on the Ark? Flood lights Terrific for family game nights, vacations, car trips, and church groups.

The Totally Awesome Book of Useless Information - Noel Botham - 2012-06-05
Did you know that the Pilgrims ate popcorn at the first Thanksgiving? Or that Maine is the toothpick capital of the world, or that frogs have teeth? Do you want to know
what a cockroach’s favorite food is, or how long it would take to drive to the sun? Amaze your friends and family by telling them that a baby giraffe is six feet long when
it is born, or that tigers have striped skin! From the creators of The Book of Useless Information, this is an amazing collection of the wildest, oddest, funniest facts
about history, science, food, animals, and more!

The Awesome Book of Bible Trivia - Bob Phillips - 2004-01-01
This fun collection of more than 1700 trivia questions brings together some of the very best in Bible brainteasers, riddles, and puns. From amazing to zany facts and
figures, The Awesome Book of Bible Trivia covers the entire spectrum. Friends, family, and groups of all ages will enjoy countless hours of fun–filled learning that will
fascinate both new sheep and old saints: Who fell asleep during a sermon and died as a result? Eutychus—Acts 20:9 What is the longest word in the Bible?
Mahershalalhashbaz—Isaiah 8:1,3 What kind of lights did Noah have on the Ark? Flood lights Terrific for family game nights, vacations, car trips, and church groups.

The Awesome Book of Unusual Bible Heroes for Kids - Sandy Silverthorne - 2012-02-01
Kids often hear Sunday school lessons about Noah, Abraham, Moses, David, and Jesus. But what about Ehud, Deborah, Jonathan, and some of the other lesser-known
but equally colorful heroes of the Bible? Popular children's author and illustrator Sandy Silverthorne uses hilarious drawings and modern-day settings to introduce kids
to some of the everyday people God has used in amazing ways. Each story includes an age-appropriate devotional that ties a life lesson to the character and helps kids
apply what they learn to their own lives. These tongue-in-cheek but historically accurate retellings will help readers (8 to 12 years old) discover some of the hidden
gems in the Bible. Even "reluctant readers" will become immersed in these stories and enjoy watching the way God can turn anyone into a surprising and unusual hero
in His plan to reach the world.

Sarai and the Meaning of Awesome - Sarai Gonzalez - 2018-09-11
Sarai Gonzalez is AWESOME. Fourth grader Sarai Gonzalez can do anything. She can bake, dance, and run her own cupcake business. But when Sarai's grandparents
are forced to move, even Sarai's not sure what to do. So she hatches a super-awesome plan with her younger sisters and cousin to buy back the house. But houses are
more expensive than she ever thought, her sisters won't listen, and she's running out of time. Will Sarai find a way to save the day? Inspired by the life of viral video
sensation and social activist Sarai Gonzalez with the help of award-winning children's book author Monica Brown.

The Awesome Book of Unusual Bible Heroes for Kids - Sandy Silverthorne - 2012-02-01
Kids often hear Sunday school lessons about Noah, Abraham, Moses, David, and Jesus. But what about Ehud, Deborah, Jonathan, and some of the other lesser-known
but equally colorful heroes of the Bible? Popular children's author and illustrator Sandy Silverthorne uses hilarious drawings and modern-day settings to introduce kids
to some of the everyday people God has used in amazing ways. Each story includes an age-appropriate devotional that ties a life lesson to the character and helps kids
apply what they learn to their own lives. These tongue-in-cheek but historically accurate retellings will help readers (8 to 12 years old) discover some of the hidden
gems in the Bible. Even "reluctant readers" will become immersed in these stories and enjoy watching the way God can turn anyone into a surprising and unusual hero
in His plan to reach the world.

Sarai and the Meaning of Awesome - Sarai Gonzalez - 2018-09-11
Sarai Gonzalez is AWESOME. Fourth grader Sarai Gonzalez can do anything. She can bake, dance, and run her own cupcake business. But when Sarai's grandparents
are forced to move, even Sarai's not sure what to do. So she hatches a super-awesome plan with her younger sisters and cousin to buy back the house. But houses are
more expensive than she ever thought, her sisters won't listen, and she's running out of time. Will Sarai find a way to save the day? Inspired by the life of viral video
sensation and social activist Sarai Gonzalez with the help of award-winning children's book author Monica Brown.
All Kinds of Awesome - Jess Hitchman - 2021-04-13
What kind of awesome will you be? Jess Hitchman's joyful, playful picture book, All Kinds of Awesome, celebrates children finding their passions and embracing their
own awesomeness, and is paired with adorable illustrations by Vivienne To of a diverse and multicultural group of kids, all coming together on the final line of: "You will
always be awesome to me." With a message of acceptance and inspiration at the heart of this story, All Kinds of Awesome shows how amazing kids are today and how
they can grow their interests and passions into something even cooler.

The Book of (Even More) Awesome - Neil Pasricha - 2011-04-28
From the bestselling author of The Book of Awesome, You Are Awesome, and the award-winning, multimillion-hit blog 1000 Awesome Things comes even more of the
little things that make us smile every day! Neil Pasricha is back with a collection of hundreds more awesome things from the website, as well as never-before-seen
extraordinary moments that deserve celebration: • Letting go of the gas pump perfectly so you end on a round number • When a baby falls asleep on you • When your
pet notices you’re in a bad mood and comes to see you • Pulling a weed and getting all the roots with it • When your windshield wipers match the beat of the song
you’re listening to • When the hiccups stop • The smooth feeling on your teeth when you get your braces off • Driving from a rough road onto a smooth one • When the
person you’re meeting is even later than you are • That guy who helps you parallel park There’s even space for you to write your very own Awesome Things in the back.
Because couldn’t we all use (even more) awesome?

All Kinds of Awesome - Jess Hitchman - 2021-04-13
What kind of awesome will you be? Jess Hitchman's joyful, playful picture book, All Kinds of Awesome, celebrates children finding their passions and embracing their
own awesomeness, and is paired with adorable illustrations by Vivienne To of a diverse and multicultural group of kids, all coming together on the final line of: "You will
always be awesome to me." With a message of acceptance and inspiration at the heart of this story, All Kinds of Awesome shows how amazing kids are today and how
they can grow their interests and passions into something even cooler.

The Book of (Even More) Awesome - Neil Pasricha - 2011-04-28
From the bestselling author of The Book of Awesome, You Are Awesome, and the award-winning, multimillion-hit blog 1000 Awesome Things comes even more of the
little things that make us smile every day! Neil Pasricha is back with a collection of hundreds more awesome things from the website, as well as never-before-seen
extraordinary moments that deserve celebration: • Letting go of the gas pump perfectly so you end on a round number • When a baby falls asleep on you • When your
pet notices you’re in a bad mood and comes to see you • Pulling a weed and getting all the roots with it • When your windshield wipers match the beat of the song
you’re listening to • When the hiccups stop • The smooth feeling on your teeth when you get your braces off • Driving from a rough road onto a smooth one • When the
person you’re meeting is even later than you are • That guy who helps you parallel park There’s even space for you to write your very own Awesome Things in the back.
Because couldn’t we all use (even more) awesome?

A Is for Awesome! - Eva Chen - 2019-02-05
Why stick with plain old A, B, C when you can have Amelia (Earhart), Malala, Tina (Turner), Ruth (Bader Ginsburg), all the way to eXtraordinary You—and the Zillion of
adventures you will go on? Instagram superstar Eva Chen, author of Juno Valentine and the Magical Shoes, is back with an alphabet board book depicting feminist
icons in A Is for Awesome: 23 Iconic Women Who Changed the World, featuring spirited illustrations by Derek Desierto.
A Is for Awesome! - Eva Chen - 2019-02-05
Why stick with plain old A, B, C when you can have Amelia (Earhart), Malala, Tina (Turner), Ruth (Bader Ginsburg), all the way to eXtraordinary You—and the Zillion of
adventures you will go on? Instagram superstar Eva Chen, author of Juno Valentine and the Magical Shoes, is back with an alphabet board book depicting feminist
icons in A Is for Awesome: 23 Iconic Women Who Changed the World, featuring spirited illustrations by Derek Desierto.

You Are Awesome - Neil Pasricha - 2019-11-05
#1 international bestseller Publishers Weekly bestseller The Globe and Mail (Toronto) The Toronto Star bestseller The Vancouver Sun bestseller From Neil
Pasricha—New York Times, million-copy bestselling author of The Book of Awesome series and The Happiness Equation, thought leader for the next generation, and
one of the most popular TED speakers in the world—comes a revelatory and inspiring book that will change the way we view failure and help us build resilience. We are
lucky. For most of us, famine, plague, economic depression, and other life-threatening catastrophes are the stuff of history books. We’re living in an era with the
highest-ever rates of longevity, education, and wealth. Cars drive us home as our phones entertain us before we arrive to food delivered to the front door. We have it
all! But there’s just one side effect. We no longer have the tools to handle failureor even perceived failure. When we fall, we lie on the sidewalk crying. When we spill,
we splatter. When we crack, we shatter. We are turning into an army of porcelain dolls. A rude email from the boss means calling in sick. Only two likes on our post
means we don’t have friends. Cell phones show us we’re never good enough. Yesterday’s butterflies are tomorrow’s panic attacks. Record numbers of students have
clinical anxiety. And what about depression, loneliness, and suicide? All rising! What do we desperately need to learn? RESILIENCE. And we need to learn it fast. Read
You Are Awesome to learn: • The single word that keeps your options open after failure • What every commencement speech gets wrong • 3 ways to dramatically
accelerate your ability to learn and adapt • The 2-minute morning practice that helps eliminate worry • Why you need an Untouchable Day (and how to get one) • and
much, much more Because the truth is, you really are awesome.

Captain Awesome to the Rescue! - Stan Kirby - 2012-04-03
When second-grader Eugene and his family move to a new neighborhood and he starts at a new school, he has a chance to bring out his superhero alter ego, Captain
Awesome, to find the kidnapped class hamster.
Captain Awesome to the Rescue! - Stan Kirby - 2012-04-03
When second-grader Eugene and his family move to a new neighborhood and he starts at a new school, he has a chance to bring out his superhero alter ego, Captain
Awesome, to find the kidnapped class hamster.
3 2 1 Awesome! - Eva Chen - 2020-10-06
Instagram superstar and New York Times bestselling author of Juno Valentine and the Magical Shoes Eva Chen shines a spotlight on 20 amazing women—including
Megan Rapinoe, Sonia Sotomayor, Shirley Chisholm, Greta Thunberg and more!—in 3 2 1 Awesome! a sassy and fun counting board book, perfect for the youngest of
budding feminists. Why stick to counting on fingers and toes when you can count: 3 straight sets for Billie Jean King's historic win 2 groundbreaking suffragettes
named Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton 1 singular, sensational YOU! With Derek Desierto's bold and vibrant art, Eva fans and readers of all ages will be
transported through "herstory."

You Are Awesome - Neil Pasricha - 2019-11-05
#1 international bestseller Publishers Weekly bestseller The Globe and Mail (Toronto) The Toronto Star bestseller The Vancouver Sun bestseller From Neil
Pasricha—New York Times, million-copy bestselling author of The Book of Awesome series and The Happiness Equation, thought leader for the next generation, and
one of the most popular TED speakers in the world—comes a revelatory and inspiring book that will change the way we view failure and help us build resilience. We are
lucky. For most of us, famine, plague, economic depression, and other life-threatening catastrophes are the stuff of history books. We’re living in an era with the
highest-ever rates of longevity, education, and wealth. Cars drive us home as our phones entertain us before we arrive to food delivered to the front door. We have it
all! But there’s just one side effect. We no longer have the tools to handle failureor even perceived failure. When we fall, we lie on the sidewalk crying. When we spill,
we splatter. When we crack, we shatter. We are turning into an army of porcelain dolls. A rude email from the boss means calling in sick. Only two likes on our post
means we don’t have friends. Cell phones show us we’re never good enough. Yesterday’s butterflies are tomorrow’s panic attacks. Record numbers of students have
clinical anxiety. And what about depression, loneliness, and suicide? All rising! What do we desperately need to learn? RESILIENCE. And we need to learn it fast. Read
You Are Awesome to learn: • The single word that keeps your options open after failure • What every commencement speech gets wrong • 3 ways to dramatically
accelerate your ability to learn and adapt • The 2-minute morning practice that helps eliminate worry • Why you need an Untouchable Day (and how to get one) • and
much, much more Because the truth is, you really are awesome.

3 2 1 Awesome! - Eva Chen - 2020-10-06
Instagram superstar and New York Times bestselling author of Juno Valentine and the Magical Shoes Eva Chen shines a spotlight on 20 amazing women—including
Megan Rapinoe, Sonia Sotomayor, Shirley Chisholm, Greta Thunberg and more!—in 3 2 1 Awesome! a sassy and fun counting board book, perfect for the youngest of
budding feminists. Why stick to counting on fingers and toes when you can count: 3 straight sets for Billie Jean King's historic win 2 groundbreaking suffragettes
named Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton 1 singular, sensational YOU! With Derek Desierto's bold and vibrant art, Eva fans and readers of all ages will be
transported through "herstory."
A Little Book about My Awesome Dad - Frank Eggers - 2020-05-03
Are you looking for a unique, thoughtful and customizable gift for the kids to give to their Dad during his Special Day ? ⌛ Whether you're planning ahead of time or
endlessly browsing for a last minute gift.. Look no further ! This Awesome book is waiting to be filled with you and your kids' own words, drawings and even pictures
and stickers This is the perfect gift to show Dad love and appreciation These simple and sweet prompts will make filling out this book easy and fun : My Dad is
special because _____________ My Dad makes me laugh when _______________ My favorite thing about my Dad _____________ And many more. Pages have enough space for
: ✔️ Writing down any thoughts. ✔️ Adding photos, stickers, magazine cut-outs, or drawings. ✔️ Coloring to make the book even more unique ! Dad will treasure this book
and appreciate that you spent time to make him a loving gift! The book is very easy to fill and takes very little time. Once finished it will be a great memory book for
your Papa, for any special occasion : Father's Day Grandparent's Day Valentine's Day Appreciation gift Christmas ect An Awesome Gift For an Awesome Dad!
Click

The Awesome Book of Monsters of the Deep - - 2013-09-01
Explores the strange creatures that survive in some of the most dangerous and harshest environments on Earth, including ocean sunfish, gulper fish, and dugong.
The Awesome Book of Monsters of the Deep - - 2013-09-01
Explores the strange creatures that survive in some of the most dangerous and harshest environments on Earth, including ocean sunfish, gulper fish, and dugong.
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of their
! bodies throughout their lives. Promoting respect for body diversity among children will also encourage kindness and help
prevent bullying. This book is ideal for children aged 4-7 to read at home or school, either alone or with a parent, family member, teacher or other caring professional.

A Little Book about My Awesome Dad - Frank Eggers - 2020-05-03
Are you looking for a unique, thoughtful and customizable gift for the kids to give to their Dad during his Special Day ? ⌛ Whether you're planning ahead of time or
endlessly browsing for a last minute gift.. Look no further ! This Awesome book is waiting to be filled with you and your kids' own words, drawings and even pictures
and stickers This is the perfect gift to show Dad love and appreciation These simple and sweet prompts will make filling out this book easy and fun : My Dad is
special because _____________ My Dad makes me laugh when _______________ My favorite thing about my Dad _____________ And many more. Pages have enough space for
: ✔️ Writing down any thoughts. ✔️ Adding photos, stickers, magazine cut-outs, or drawings. ✔️ Coloring to make the book even more unique ! Dad will treasure this book
and appreciate that you spent time to make him a loving gift! The book is very easy to fill and takes very little time. Once finished it will be a great memory book for
your Papa, for any special occasion : Father's Day Grandparent's Day Valentine's Day Appreciation gift Christmas ect An Awesome Gift For an Awesome Dad!
Click
BUY NOW and get your copy TODAY !

Your Body is Brilliant - Sigrun Danielsdottir - 2014-06-21
Bodies do all sorts of amazing things, like move around, grow bigger and heal themselves. Bodies also come in all sorts of shapes and sizes and we need to take care of
them so that they stay healthy and strong. If we listen to our bodies they tell us exactly what they need. The colourful illustrations in this unique picture book will
encourage children to love their bodies from an early age. By learning about all the wonderful things bodies can do, and how each body is different and unique, children
will be inspired to take good care of their bodies throughout their lives. Promoting respect for body diversity among children will also encourage kindness and help
prevent bullying. This book is ideal for children aged 4-7 to read at home or school, either alone or with a parent, family member, teacher or other caring professional.
The Really Big Awesome Book - Johannah Gilman Paiva - 2016-02-01
Get ready to hear your kids say: "Wow! That's Awesome!" as they dive into this huge, fun, question-answering book! Covering all of the most exciting dinosaur topics,
from flesh-eaters, to plant-eaters, to duckbills, to boneheads, to armored dinosaurs, students--and teachers and parents--will love learning countless things about the
world around them that they never knew before!

The Awesome Book of Bible Comics - Sandy Silverthorne - 2016-09-27
Your Favorite Bible Stories—as You've Never Seen Them Before! Bible stories can be seriously awesome! The Awesome Book of Bible Comics illustrates many of the
most popular stories from the Bible—and that's a pretty sweet deal, because you do not want to miss out on how Noah escapes becoming fish food David goes head-tohead with a big bully and wins the world's strongest man brings down the house a baby boy becomes the world's biggest superstar overnight Jesus is sentenced to
death—but brings the world new life These and several other stories about heroes (and sometimes villains) of the Bible are filled with action and fun to read. Jump in
and see how God showed His love and faithfulness through each of these adventures.

The Really Big Awesome Book - Johannah Gilman Paiva - 2016-02-01
Get ready to hear your kids say: "Wow! That's Awesome!" as they dive into this huge, fun, question-answering book! Covering all of the most exciting dinosaur topics,
from flesh-eaters, to plant-eaters, to duckbills, to boneheads, to armored dinosaurs, students--and teachers and parents--will love learning countless things about the
world around them that they never knew before!

The Awesome Book of Bible Comics - Sandy Silverthorne - 2016-09-27
Your Favorite Bible Stories—as You've Never Seen Them Before! Bible stories can be seriously awesome! The Awesome Book of Bible Comics illustrates many of the
most popular stories from the Bible—and that's a pretty sweet deal, because you do not want to miss out on how Noah escapes becoming fish food David goes head-tohead with a big bully and wins the world's strongest man brings down the house a baby boy becomes the world's biggest superstar overnight Jesus is sentenced to
death—but brings the world new life These and several other stories about heroes (and sometimes villains) of the Bible are filled with action and fun to read. Jump in
and see how God showed His love and faithfulness through each of these adventures.

Different Is Awesome - Ryan Haack - 2015-07-07
Different Is Awesome - Ryan Haack - 2015-07-07
The Astonishing Secret of Awesome Man - Michael Chabon - 2011-09-06
Awesome Man can shoot positronic rays out of his eyeballs, fly as straight as an arrow, and hug mutant Jell-O! Even villains like Professor Von Evil and the Flaming
Eyeball are no match for this caped crusader. But Awesome Man also has a secret. . . . Can you guess what it is? The first picture book from Pulitzer Prize-winning
novelist Michael Chabon perfectly captures the fantasy life of young superhero fans.

The Awesome Book About God for Kids - Sandy Silverthorne - 2013-08-01
Kids ages eight to eleven will love these thoroughly up-to-date retellings of stories from the Bible. Each one highlights an important aspect of God’s nature, including
God is my defender and protector (Daniel in the lions’ den). God is the best listener (Hannah’s prayer). God wants to know me personally (Jesus and Zacchaeus). With
delightful cartoon drawings on nearly every page and a brief application after each story, this collection is perfect for young readers to enjoy on their own or with
adults by their side.

The Astonishing Secret of Awesome Man - Michael Chabon - 2011-09-06
Awesome Man can shoot positronic rays out of his eyeballs, fly as straight as an arrow, and hug mutant Jell-O! Even villains like Professor Von Evil and the Flaming
Eyeball are no match for this caped crusader. But Awesome Man also has a secret. . . . Can you guess what it is? The first picture book from Pulitzer Prize-winning
novelist Michael Chabon perfectly captures the fantasy life of young superhero fans.

The Awesome Book About God for Kids - Sandy Silverthorne - 2013-08-01
Kids ages eight to eleven will love these thoroughly up-to-date retellings of stories from the Bible. Each one highlights an important aspect of God’s nature, including
God is my defender and protector (Daniel in the lions’ den). God is the best listener (Hannah’s prayer). God wants to know me personally (Jesus and Zacchaeus). With
delightful cartoon drawings on nearly every page and a brief application after each story, this collection is perfect for young readers to enjoy on their own or with
adults by their side.

I'm Awesome. Here's Why - Sara Katherine - 2019-04-09
You’re totally awesome—let these creative exercises, cool prompts, and fun activities help remind you why. When’s the last time you felt good—really good—about
yourself? Between the unrealistic standards of social media, to the Photoshopped images of celebrities in the media, and the constant voice in our head saying we have
to be faster, better, and smarter in our personal lives, at work, and everywhere in between, it’s easy to lose sight of your self-worth. Sometimes, we all need a kick in
the butt to remind us just how awesome we are. I’m Awesome. Here’s Why… is that kick. With prompts, exercises, lists, and activities, I’m Awesome: Here’s Why will
help remind you of all the reasons why you are unique, cool—and yes, awesome. Through fun prompts and writing exercises like listing ten things you’re proud of,
drawing your idea of the perfect Friday night, creating your own personal affirmations to read out loud, and delivering an acceptance speech for an award of your
choice, you’ll learn to celebrate what makes you, you. Loving yourself can take practice, but there is no shortage of things to love. Let I’m Awesome. Here’s Why… help
you discover each and every one.

Christmas Is Awesome! (A Hello!Lucky Book) - Hello!Lucky - 2019-10-15
Christmas is for everyone—even grumpy Lump of Coal—in this whimsical story from Hello!Lucky In this whimsical holiday romp, everyone’s getting in on the festive
fun, including a grumpy but adorable lump of coal. Celebrate all of the things that make Christmas special as the trees are trimmed, the stockings are hung, and the
ugly sweater contest gives out the grand prize. Hello!Lucky lends their winning illustrations and pun-derful voice to this charming holiday read.
Christmas Is Awesome! (A Hello!Lucky Book) - Hello!Lucky - 2019-10-15
Christmas is for everyone—even grumpy Lump of Coal—in this whimsical story from Hello!Lucky In this whimsical holiday romp, everyone’s getting in on the festive
fun, including a grumpy but adorable lump of coal. Celebrate all of the things that make Christmas special as the trees are trimmed, the stockings are hung, and the
ugly sweater contest gives out the grand prize. Hello!Lucky lends their winning illustrations and pun-derful voice to this charming holiday read.

I'm Awesome. Here's Why - Sara Katherine - 2019-04-09
You’re totally awesome—let these creative exercises, cool prompts, and fun activities help remind you why. When’s the last time you felt good—really good—about
yourself? Between the unrealistic standards of social media, to the Photoshopped images of celebrities in the media, and the constant voice in our head saying we have
to be faster, better, and smarter in our personal lives, at work, and everywhere in between, it’s easy to lose sight of your self-worth. Sometimes, we all need a kick in
the butt to remind us just how awesome we are. I’m Awesome. Here’s Why… is that kick. With prompts, exercises, lists, and activities, I’m Awesome: Here’s Why will
help remind you of all the reasons why you are unique, cool—and yes, awesome. Through fun prompts and writing exercises like listing ten things you’re proud of,
drawing your idea of the perfect Friday night, creating your own personal affirmations to read out loud, and delivering an acceptance speech for an award of your
choice, you’ll learn to celebrate what makes you, you. Loving yourself can take practice, but there is no shortage of things to love. Let I’m Awesome. Here’s Why… help
you discover each and every one.

Kid President's Guide to Being Awesome - Robby Novak - 2015-02-03
"This is LIFE, people! You've got air coming through your nose! You've got a heartbeat! That means it's time to do something!" announces Kid President in his book, Kid
President's Guide to Being Awesome. From YouTube sensation (75 million views and counting!) to Hub Network summer series star, Kid President—ten-year-old Robby
Novak—and his videos have inspired millions to dance more, to celebrate life, and to throw spontaneous parades. In his Guide to Being Awesome, Kid President pulls
together lists of awesome ideas to help the world, awesome interviews with his awesome celebrity friends (he has interviewed Beyoncé!), and a step-by-step guide to
make pretty much everything a little bit awesomer. Grab a corn dog and settle in to your favorite comfy chair. Pretend it's your birthday! (In fact, treat everyone like it's
THEIR birthday!) Kid President is here with a 240-page, full-color Guide to Being Awesome that'll spread love and inspire the world.

Planets and Their Moons - John Farndon - 2015-03
Discover the amazing planets and their moons in the solar system. Learn why moons and planets orbit each other, and what asteroids, comets and metoroids are.

Kid President's Guide to Being Awesome - Robby Novak - 2015-02-03
"This is LIFE, people! You've got air coming through your nose! You've got a heartbeat! That means it's time to do something!" announces Kid President in his book, Kid
President's Guide to Being Awesome. From YouTube sensation (75 million views and counting!) to Hub Network summer series star, Kid President—ten-year-old Robby
Novak—and his videos have inspired millions to dance more, to celebrate life, and to throw spontaneous parades. In his Guide to Being Awesome, Kid President pulls
together lists of awesome ideas to help the world, awesome interviews with his awesome celebrity friends (he has interviewed Beyoncé!), and a step-by-step guide to
make pretty much everything a little bit awesomer. Grab a corn dog and settle in to your favorite comfy chair. Pretend it's your birthday! (In fact, treat everyone like it's
THEIR birthday!) Kid President is here with a 240-page, full-color Guide to Being Awesome that'll spread love and inspire the world.

Planets and Their Moons - John Farndon - 2015-03
Discover the amazing planets and their moons in the solar system. Learn why moons and planets orbit each other, and what asteroids, comets and metoroids are.
You Are Awesome - Susann Hoffmann - 2020
Two books in one This empowering two-sided book challenges age-old assumptions about what boys and girls should be and proves that all children--regardless of
gender--can be anything they choose. Forget telling girls that they need to be pretty, or dismissing boys' behavior as boys just being boys. In this two-stories-in-one
picture book, girls and boys can both be anything regardless of gender--from clever, artistic, and kind, to strong, helpful, brave, and more. With sweet, simple text and
bold illustrations, Girls Are Pretty/Boys Will Be features girl characters in one direction, and with a quick flip, boy characters take us through their own journey--until
they all meet in the middle, where they play together in one comprehensive spread that delivers a powerful message directly to the reader: "Girls can be anything. Boys
can be anything. YOU can be anything." An inclusive, uplifting, and celebratory book that will help build confidence and acceptance in all kids.

Hey Awesome - Karen Young - 2019-05
Hey Awesome - Karen Young - 2019-05

You Are Awesome - Susann Hoffmann - 2020
Two books in one This empowering two-sided book challenges age-old assumptions about what boys and girls should be and proves that all children--regardless of
gender--can be anything they choose. Forget telling girls that they need to be pretty, or dismissing boys' behavior as boys just being boys. In this two-stories-in-one
picture book, girls and boys can both be anything regardless of gender--from clever, artistic, and kind, to strong, helpful, brave, and more. With sweet, simple text and
bold illustrations, Girls Are Pretty/Boys Will Be features girl characters in one direction, and with a quick flip, boy characters take us through their own journey--until
they all meet in the middle, where they play together in one comprehensive spread that delivers a powerful message directly to the reader: "Girls can be anything. Boys
can be anything. YOU can be anything." An inclusive, uplifting, and celebratory book that will help build confidence and acceptance in all kids.

The Awesome Book of Rap, Rhyme and Putrid Poetry - Andy Jones - 2016-12-01
The funniest collection of rap, rhyme, riddles and poems you've EVER read! An awesome new collection from the bestselling author of THE ENORMOUS BOOK OF HOT
JOKES FOR KOOL KIDS and THE FARTIONARY. Ages 6+
The Awesome Book of Rap, Rhyme and Putrid Poetry - Andy Jones - 2016-12-01
The funniest collection of rap, rhyme, riddles and poems you've EVER read! An awesome new collection from the bestselling author of THE ENORMOUS BOOK OF HOT
JOKES FOR KOOL KIDS and THE FARTIONARY. Ages 6+
Did You Know - The Awesome Book of Useless Information - Fun For Books - 2020-06-07
Did you know that rubber bands last longer when refrigerated? Did you know that there are 293 ways to make a change for a dollar? Or that a shark is the only fish that
can blink with both eyes? Get this book and amaze your friends and family with your knowledge of fun, interesting and useless information! This book is great for:
Birthday gifts Gag gifts Fathers day Mothers day Graduation present Christmas present Stocking

The Awesome Book of Flesh Eaters - Michael Benton - 2014
Discover the world of flesh eating dinosaurs, ranging from turkey-sized dinosaurs to the awesome T Rex, in a way that explains and entertains, making non-fiction fun!
In this breathtaking book, students will learn the latest discoveries about theropods: what they looked like, how they hunted, and why they could all live together
peacefully! Filled with question and answer segments, colorful illustrations, "spot and count" features, fun facts, and projects, young readers will enjoy this interactive
and educational book and its activities. With rich language and eye-popping graphics and treatments, children of all learning styles will connect with this text!

Did You Know - The Awesome Book of Useless Information - Fun For Books - 2020-06-07
Did you know that rubber bands last longer when refrigerated? Did you know that there are 293 ways to make a change for a dollar? Or that a shark is the only fish that
can blink with both eyes? Get this book and amaze your friends and family with your knowledge of fun, interesting and useless information! This book is great for:
Birthday gifts Gag gifts Fathers day Mothers day Graduation present Christmas present Stocking
peacefully! Filled with question and answer segments, colorful illustrations, "spot and count" features, fun facts, and projects, young readers will enjoy this interactive
Your Body is Brilliant - Sigrun Danielsdottir - 2014-06-21
Bodies do all sorts of amazing things, like move around, grow bigger and heal themselves. Bodies also come in all sorts of shapes and sizes and we need to take care of
them so that they stay healthy and strong. If we listen to our bodies they tell us exactly what they need. The colourful illustrations in this unique picture book will
encourage children to love their bodies from an early age. By learning about all the wonderful things bodies can do, and how each body is different and unique, children
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The Awesome Book of Flesh Eaters - Michael Benton - 2014
Discover the world of flesh eating dinosaurs, ranging from turkey-sized dinosaurs to the awesome T Rex, in a way that explains and entertains, making non-fiction fun!
In this breathtaking book, students will learn the latest discoveries about theropods: what they looked like, how they hunted, and why they could all live together
and educational book and its activities. With rich language and eye-popping graphics and treatments, children of all learning styles will connect with this text!
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